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This public relations campaign aspires to achieve a detailed 

set of objectives. Through using a variety of tactics, the long 

term goal will be to change the expression of the NEW 

Library of Birmingham to the Library of Birmingham as an 

iconic building and service provider in the city.   
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Research  
Who are the stakeholders of the Library of Birmingham?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Political: 

- EU library ministers 

- School and education 

politicians 

- National/regional and local 

MPS 

 

Suppliers: 

- Cleaners 

- Benefactors 

- Contributors/donators 

- Museums, galleries and archives 

- Other libraries 

- Web/online service providers (who take care 

of the website) 

- Food/drink suppliers 

- DVDS and Game  Local Community: 

- Local library  

- Local performance/art 

companies and students 

- Local business 

- Scout groups/guides 

- Community projects 

- Business Development districts 

- local residents 

 

 

 

Opposition:  

- Tax payers- critics 

of public spending 

- Protesters of 

possible 

privatisation 

 

Financial: 

- Sponsors 

- Tax payer 

- Government funding 

bodies 

- DTI funding 

- PFI funding 

 

Staff (paid 

employees/volunteers): 

- Receptionists 

- Librarians 

- Students on placement 

- Archivists 

- Creative residents  

 

VIPS: 

- 26 faces of the library  

- Celebrity, artist, 

performers and groups 

attending or performing 

at the library  

 

Media:  

- Local press (TV, newspapers, 

bloggers, websites, radio) 

- Arts, culture, events and specialist 

niche media 

- National press for architecture,  

finance, building, European 

development 

 

Service users/customers:  

- historians 

- members 

- gamers 

- artists 

- school, college and university 

students 

-schools  

-young children 

- tourists 

- workers  

- teachers 

- academics 

- editors 

- families  

- bands 

- musicians 

- young entrepreneurs 

- music and film fans  

- OAP’s 

- Community groups 

 

 

 

Target audiences 

indentified for 

objectives  
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“Branding of UK public libraries has issues, despite 

offering new ranges of services. Failure to change 

image or brand and leave their evolutions 

unpublicised” Subnum Hariff and Jennifer Rowley, 2011 (see appendix A) 

Our audiences 
I have identified four primary audiences for this campaign. 
As a brand new organisation, it is essential to empower the employees and volunteers to 

make them proud to be a part of it all. They are the face to the public of the Library of 

Birmingham as a business and a brand. Without a strong and enthusiastic staff base the 

company would not run at all or provide the services that it aims to, therefore it wouldn’t 

gain a good rapport with the public. I will aim to give them a voice in the running of the 

company and an input on the public relations activity.  

The Library of Birmingham has a breadth of special collections and archives. Due to having 

four main universities within ten miles of the library (see appendix B), there is a vast 

population of university students on different courses that need to be made aware of how 

these special collections and archives can support their studies.   

Tourists aid Birmingham’s economy by bringing people, money and adding an exciting vibe 

to the city. The library has such a large range of events, activities and attractive qualities 

that will hope to make it a competitive UK attraction.    

The residents of Birmingham are the voice of the city and they hold an extreme amount of 

power over the success of the library. By engaging them and ensuring they receive the 

benefits of the library we can maximise the relationship with the public- which is key to the 

success of our campaign.  

Facts and figures 
The Department for Culture, Media and Sport conducted a research report called ‘Taking 

Part’ in 2013 (see appendix C). Its main findings were as follows:  

 

 

 

 

Visits to archives 

were the lowest 

amongst 16-24 

year olds 

Only 9.4% of visits 

to archives were 

for the purpose of 

academic study 

DCMS 

Taking 

Part 2013 
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Visitor 

attractions- 

Mintel October 

2012 

Venues offering 

free admission 

are particularly 

popular 

Nearly half of 

the visitors 

asked seek 

special offers or 

discounts 

Most popular 

attractions are 

museums, 

gardens and art 

galleries 

The internet is 

the most 

popular way 

that people find 

their deals 

Visitor attractions – Mintel October 12 

Mintel, in October 2012, published its findings about the trends and popularity of visitor 

attractions in the United Kingdom (see appendix D).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From these results we can begin to piece together parts of the campaign:  

- Make sure that the free elements of the library events are put at the forefront of 

promotional activity. 

- To emphasise the Discovery Season, we can put a focus on the non-library services 

the library has to offer for the arts and culture lovers: Galleries, the rooftop gardens 

and historic collections and events.  

- The internet is vital in a public relations strategy to maximise the information 

reaching the audiences. 

‘Inbound tourism’ by Mintel also highlighted that two of the most attractive features of 

the UK to tourists are its culture and multiculturalism. (See appendix E) 
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Young people that DO 
recognise a link between 
reading and success 

Young people that DO NOT 
recognise a link between 
reading and success 

Birmingham has a rich and diverse range of cultures. The Library is a platform to showcase 
this to the rest of the world. For example – The Discovery Season event ‘Birmingham Self 
Portrait’ by Brian Homer will be a celebration and documentation of the many faces in 
Birmingham. 

 
 
Birmingham has recently been recommended as a preferred 

tourist destination by writer Julie Earle, whose article was 

published to millions through the New York Magazine in October 

2013. 

(See appendix F) 

Birmingham Airport reported its busiest year on record in September 2013. I would suggest 
this as the perfect venue for us to direct a public relations stunt. A stunt can catch the 
tourist’s eye make them want to visit the library whilst in the city. (See appendix G)   
 
Marketing Birmingham’s research report from 2011 found that Birmingham had 33.5million 
tourist visits that year (see appendix H). 
 
Marketing Birmingham are responsible for high quantities of the tourist media in the city- 
establishing a good relationship with them will get us coverage in the right channels.  
 
These people entering the city are vital and we need to make them aware of the library’s 
importance in the development and evolution of Birmingham.  
 

OECD Research (see appendix I):  

 
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development published research this year:  
 
In England, the 16-24-year-old population is currently 22nd for literacy out of 24 countries. 
England has a very low literacy score (alongside Spain and Italy at the bottom of the league 
table,) while Japan, Finland, Korea and 
the Netherlands had the best scores.  
 
A furthermore, a quarter of young 
people do not recognise a link 
between reading and success.    

 
Therefore the promotion of the use of 

the library’s resources, special 

collections and archives is a step in the direction of improving the literacy in the country.  
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Primary research (see appendix J):  

Through conducting a survey I have found out what students in Birmingham know and feel 

about the up and coming Library of Birmingham. The survey was also aimed at finding out 

the best communication tactics to target students with so we can plan an effective strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Current performance 
Social Media performance and activity 

 
Twitter followers: 5722 

Facebook likes: 3666  

The current social media activity is brilliant, gaining many new likers and followers everyday 

and increasing the pool of audiences they can reach. 

Print coverage: The Library of Birmingham has received an incredible amount of coverage 

so far in the lead up to September 3rd.  

Local, national and niche press are interested. Some key publications that have featured the 

library this year;  

1. The Birmingham Mail – constant articles on progress, opinion and local news 

2. The Birmingham Post - constant articles on progress, opinion and local news 

47% of respondents are unaware of the 

services provided by The Library of 

Birmingham 

82% of respondents hope to use the services 

at The Library of Birmingham 

The respondents considered these five 

services to be the most important to them: 

Books, E-books, Archives, Wifi and computers 

Respondents chose email and social media as 

the two most effective ways to communicate 

with them  
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3. The Telegraph – Exclusives and sneak peeks 

4. The Guardian – Architecture focus and news about progress 

5. The Independent – News, spending and what it means for Birmingham 

Online coverage:  

1. National press have covered the build since its journey in 2008  

2. All local press since its announcement and approval.  

3. Blogs and opinion sites relating to the cuts being made in the industry and the 

campaign against the privatisation of UK libraries. 

4. The launch of the app received a lot of coverage in April 

5. Photography blogs have covered the Reference works and Grain aspect 

Awards and achievements: 

- Carillion have won guardian sustainable business awards- publicity for the library 

although through the contractors. 

- The library has already been labelled as the largest library in Europe. 

Suggestion based on analysis: Currently, the media information 

section of the website states that press releases are featured. There 

are no links or press releases on there just yet; I would recommend 

that this is utilised more efficiently by publishing every news release 

on there. This helps to reach as many media professionals as possible, 

for example some journalists we may accidentally miss out of invites 

or distribution lists. They may seek the story if we haven’t sent it to 

them.  

Main objectives 

Raise awareness of the library’s special collections.  

I will achieve this by running a campaign across the four universities in Birmingham. Also, 

the news release schedule will focus on the art and cultural events in the Discovery season, 

particularly the creative residencies- many of these events are aimed around the special 

collections. 

Help drive public engagement with the library’s range of facilities and events with particular 

emphasis on the Discovery Season.  
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Position the library as being at the heart of the cultural and learning-led regeneration of the 

city. 

I will achieve this by targeting tourists - the library events, building and exhibitions on show 

are a window the Birmingham’s cultural strength. The building is the physical forefront of 

the city’s development. Events and initiatives should be aimed at what the library brings to 

the people in the city, emphasising its provision of learning resources to students and young 

boys in particular.  

Address the issue of potential criticism of the library as ugly, out of place and a waste of 

public money when spending is being cut on other vital services.  

This will only be achieved by having a constant and clear message. The ‘rewriting of the 

book’ through events and publicity we will define our message and ensure the public know 

how beneficial the library is. Strong relationships with the media will help us to broadcast 

these messages. 

In addition we will create a platform and tactics for using the new library as a platform for 

encouraging young boys to read more books.  

By running a community project and getting local role models involved, the partnership will 

provide a support network with available resources for young boys to read more. 

SMART Objectives  

To achieve a minimum of a 10% raise in the awareness of the library’s special collections to 

university students that study in Birmingham before September 2014. 

To achieve a wide range of local and national media coverage that clearly identifies the 

benefits of the Library to the city of Birmingham.  

Ensure that staff members have applied for funding and carried out a minimum of two 

funded projects to showcase their skills before June 2014. 

To encourage young boys between the age of five and twelve to read more books, and 

enable them to engage with their reading during the first six months of 2014. 

To carry out a successful 200 person flash mob that gains national coverage to increase 

tourist awareness of the library facilities.  

Campaigns and competitor activity of notice in the 

industry 

At the Antwerp book fair, the association called Boek broke a Guinness world record by 

executing the longest domino effect with books. 4,845 second hand books were aligned 
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along a 614 metre route and in a total of six minutes they were toppled over like dominoes. 

(See appendix K)  

This stunt received a huge amount of coverage nationally and internationally. The Telegraph 

and MSN news featured it and ITV Daybreak discussed it when talking about the OECD 

research in an episode. 

New York Public Library:  

Regular press releases published on their website, constant feed of activity  

Lots of coverage from its free events and publishing of results such as most popular books in 

a year. Plans for renovation have a lot of negative press over the use of money - they have 

had to appoint a lobbying firm to help them with their public affairs. 
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CREATIVE planning and tactics  

Primary audiences:  

- General residents of Birmingham (includes critics of the library) 

- Young boys 

- Students  

- Tourists 

- Staff/volunteer 

Christmas at the Library of Birmingham: 

‘Birmingham’s gift to you’ 

(Above- example of promotional image) 
 
Occurring in the first weekend in December, the Bullring campaign will raise the awareness 
of what the library will bring to the people. In relation to the objectives, this campaign will 
help to address the criticism of the library and also raise awareness and public engagement 
with its range of facilities and events.  
 
Tagged with the line 'Birmingham's gift to you', our hired space in the centre of the Bullring 
Shopping Centre will allow us to hand out promotional material. The gift idea will be 
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supported by the handing out of wrapped up presents with various prizes within, ranging 
from chocolate to tickets and getaways.  
 
Wifi is free in the Bullring via the cloud service and this will enable us to have a laptop set up 
each day for people to become a member of the library. 
 
By attracting the public using the gifts, we can hand them flyers and make them aware of 
every aspect of the library. These flyers will be bespoke for a selection of demographics, 
putting only the necessary information on each flyer.   
 
Promotional imagery - The library of Birmingham wrapped up as a gift.  

The event comes with the key message of ‘investing in your future’. It also supports the fact 

that the library will be there as a huge return on investment in the city’s regeneration and to 

supports its generations to come.  

Timings: 8 Weeks planning 

Planning and organising will take eight weeks. Starting in October, project 

will be managed until the event on the weekend of Thursday 28th Nov- 

Sunday 1st December. 

 

After liaison with the Bullrings booking department they have informed me of their booking 

requirements (the Bullring will support us through these regulations). 

- Fire certificates for everything bought into the mall 

- Insurance documents and electricity certificates (PAT Testing)  

- Alongside a risk assessment and method statement for install and the live activity 

- Booking form 

- Contract  

- Invoice and payment (made in advance) 

I have been advised that these processes usually take between 3-5 weeks to arrange, but we 

will arrange our booking 8 weeks in advance to allow for extra contingency time.  

Costs:  

Bullring booking fee: Thursday to Sunday on the showcase site E (lower mall west) this is 

priced at £14, 500 and is the largest, highest traffic levelled spot in the centre.   

Stand for event – large bespoke stand with logos and character, designed by us, with PMX 

designs in Tamworth: Approx £10,000  

20,000 flyers: 4,000 x 5- for each audience of family, OAPS, Students, tourists and general 

premium paper size a5 for £1500 on instantprint.com. 

Gifts and wrapping materials- £6000 for this as a budget, also I will spend a week contacting 
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businesses to see what donations they will make to the prize giving pot. E.g. Tickets for the 

NIA, The Rep and Symphony Hall, Cadbury world and other vendors of smaller gifts.  

Staff costs for weekend: 3 people per day at estimated cost of £300 

If I am granted the work, I will also investigate the value of having 2 billboards in the city 

with the image and the words ‘BULLRING 28.12.13 – Birmingham’s gift to you’ upon it.   

Timescale

 

Week 3 (15th - 22nd October) 

Purchase prizes, packages to put in prizes, chocolates and other present fillers. Order bulk purchase of 
wrapping paper, tape and gift wrapping material.  

Week 2 (8th October- 15th October) 

Promotional images will be created in house by me for all materials.  Contracts written and check up on the 
progress for regulations at the Bullring.  Design flyers for the 5 demographics.   

Week 1 (1st October - 8th October) 

Space booked at Bullring, enquire and set up the documents and certificates for event. Initial ideas and design 
meeting with the stand company and sent to you for approval and choice. 

Week 6 (5th - 12th November) 

Social media promotion begins using images, link to articles. Collecting and wrapping of and preparation of the 
presents to be handed out at the event.     

Week 5 (29th October - 5th November) 

Any changes made on the press release done and then sent. 150 word complimentary wording sent to the 
Bullring. Chase of the press release.    Contact businesses in the area for donation gifts . Confirm stand design 
and send to PMX for it to be built.    

 Week 4 (22nd - 29th October) 

Press release written and sent to you for approval. Distribution list created and ready to send. 150 word 
complimentary webpage paragraph for the Bullring to use to promote the event.    
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Evaluation: The estimated reach of audience over the weekend. A recent article stated 

that the Bullring has an average of 38 million visitors a year (see appendix L). 

This works out at an average of just over 100,000 people a day, and therefore we can 

estimate that over this four day campaign we will have the opportunity to be seen by over 

400,000 visitors to the Bullring.  

We can also quantify and report the social media activity that is generated from our 

presence at the Bullring. 

The traffic that visited the Bullring’s 150 word promotional webpage.  

By having a membership sign up computer, we can also quantify the members joined over 

the weekend. 

The media coverage of the event will be monitored on PR Max by purchasing the monitoring 

service.   

This will take approximately one week to report and will be discussed with you in a 

conference call before the monthly printed report. 

Young boys: Books4Boys  

The Books4Boys scheme will be a locally run service in 

partnership with Birmingham Children’s Hospital and Aston 

Villa Football Club to encourage young boys to read more in 

Birmingham.  

There are two events before Christmas aimed at 

encouraging young people to read more. The Books4Boys 

scheme will carry this momentum forward from the Young 

Reader’s Festival and the Festival of Children’s Literature.  

The Library of Birmingham will provide a vast range of free 

and exciting books for boys sourced from its very own 

Week 8  (21st - 27th November) 

AnyFinal arrangements made, should have stand ready for delivery on 28th, flyers, gifts and promotions  

 Week 7 (14th - 21st november) 

Stand complete and social media promotion, tweet any articles and coverage building up to event. Press 
release sent out again.   
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children’s library. 

Aston Villa Football Club considers the literacy within young people in the community as a 

high priority. To form part of their community work, they have agreed to attend the hospital 

in partnership with us. The players will carry out readings and discuss their childhood 

reading habits with the young boys and do short readings for them.  

To also carry on the momentum and creative theme from the Discovery Season, we will 

establish a commissioned project with the artists of Super Group London. Morag 

Myerscough, the artist that designed the pavilion for the library will design an innovative 

and creative book shelf for the hospital young children’s ward.  We aim to negotiate this fee 

for no more than £5,000.  

To measure its value and ensure that boys feel positively towards reading throughout the 

project and after it, we will allow them to write short reviews which will be put onto the 

books4boys blog. Not only does this project have the opportunities to get young boys 

reading, but if it proves to be a success it can be expanded to include all children at the 

hospital and branch out further to primary schools across the city.  

The partnership with Aston Villa Football Club will get their ‘star’ hero players reading to the 

children, talking about their favourite book and promoting reading as a thing to do.   

Timescale: January 13th to August 28th (fortnightly renewal and visit to see the progress). 

The message of our ‘learning-led’ regeneration through this project will be posted on a small 

quantity of posters at the library and hospital throughout the 32 weeks. 

The partnership will allow us to promote reading to young boys, but we also would aim to 

give something back to Birmingham Children’s Hospital.   

Although fundraising is not the most vital aspect of this project, giving something back to 

the Hospital will help to raise the public profile of the event.  

The Books4boys scheme logo and Birmingham Children’s Hospital logo will be imprinted on 

to 2500 rubber wrist bands. 500 of these will be allocated to all of the participating children, 

families and VIPS as an incentive and thank you. The remainder will be sold at the 
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receptions and help desks in the Library. They will be sold for £2 each and all proceeds will 

be donated to the hospital in September 2014. This will be publicised with regular press 

releases and social media updates.  

Planning will begin in early December, with the official event being held on Monday January 

13th.  

Evaluation: At the end of the project, we will have a selection of blogs reviews written 

by all of the young boys who have read book(s) at the hospital, clear proof of the reading 

that boys have done. This progress will be visible to all throughout the project, with every 

review written being posted up as soon as it is received.  

I also will have taken the details of each young reader and will send their families questions 

to see if the project got them reading in the long term.  

Costs:  

Cost of 2500 wristbands: 26pence each at £650 (4imprint.co.uk) 

(When sold: the 2000 remaining bands will raise £4000 for the hospital)  

Transport of books from the library to and from the hospital – 2.8 mile round trip (Estimated 

20pence per mile) - £10.00 over the 16 weeks  

Book shelf/display: 5,000 maximum commission for bookshelf project  

Staff costs –myself each fortnight for ½ day  

Photographer for launch – Paul Thomas, press and PR photographer for £150 for ½ day 

10x a2 posters for promotion: £90 (print designs.com) 

2x 2 metre banner stands for the launch day- £75 (printdesigns.com) 

Timescale 

 

 

 

 Commission begins with Morag Myerscough November Week 4 (22nd 
-28th Nov) 

Ideas given to Morag  in meeting and she gets given the deadline of January 10th to have project finished and ready for 
first installment of books 
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Students  

WeWorkYouWork 

A cost effective awareness 

campaign targeted at all students in 

the Birmingham area. This will aim 

to use the communication methods 

that students use regularly to inform 

them that the library’s special 

collections and archives can be used 

to support their studies.  

Stage 3 (7th-10th January) 

Day should be all organised and list of media attending will be complete. Social media promo. Selection of books chosen 
at library and prepared for launch. Social media promo   

Stage 2 (2nd -7th January) 

send press release and media invites to local and national press, photographers, radio and TV. Wristbands delivered, 
final plans made with AVFC and photographer. Order banner and posters 

Week 1 (1st - 14th December) 

Liaise with Birmingham Childrens Hospital to book the date of the 13th January. Once date is confirmed -liaise with 
Aston Villa FC to invite them and confirm involvement. Press release and media invites written and sent for approval to 
you. Photographer booked and simple wristbands ordered  

12th January onwards - Fortnightly 

 Each fortnight, books replaced and once a month various AVFC and BCFC footballers attend . Begin working in 
partnership with scholastic and collecting the book reviews to publish on blog.  

 Event Monday 13th January 

Books taken with wristbands to hospital in morning, event held- images taken and press spoken to. AVFC and BCFC 
footballers speak to and read to the boys wards and books given out. Unveiled display section built     
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The most popular services to them are;  

1. Books 

2. WIFI  

3. E-books 

4. Computers 

But, as nearly half of the students are not aware of the services the library will provide, we 

need to plan to inform them about the special collections and archives.  

The survey I conducted highlighted that the popular way to 

communicate the services and available study support is by email and 

social media. Therefore the campaign will be a set of email-shots and 

social media activity, alongside a small scale viral campaign. 

Viral campaign: 3 week project with art students to create four huge big paintings/prints of 

a picture of a bra. With the tagline of ‘how can we support you?’  

Things to consider for the distribution of email shots to students: It will take time to liaise 

with the various faculties at each of the four universities to get them distributing the 

information once it is complete.  

The artistic project for the Bra art will need to be complete before Christmas, but the rest of 

the preparation will take approximately two weeks.  

We will work the project around the various exam and deadline months, officially launching 

in the middle of January to February and then May/June and finally August/September.  

Just after the Christmas period the universities administration teams arrive back, this is the 

best time to contact them before the students return.  

Costs:  

My time - the creation of the email shots and relevant documents for distribution alongside 

planning 

Viral tactic- Use Birmingham Institute of Art and Design students to sew a life size bra with 

the library logo upon it and the phrase ‘let us support you’ to get them asking questions 

about what it means.  

To evaluate the project I will conduct the same survey as was conducted this year to gage if 

there has been an increase in the awareness of the Library of Birmingham’s special 

collections and archives to students.  
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Timescale 

 

 

 

 

Finished bra Images (deadline end of December) 

Students will have finished project over Christmas and images  are ready to go up.  

Creation of BRA images (Early December)   

Contact university and offer the project of the big bra  to students, group of students selected  by university and are 
given a deadline of three weeks to complete.  

Promotion dates 2 (May 1st - June 1st) 

Sending out the email shots to the faculty administrators for the four universities for them to send out to all of their 
students. Begin connecting with social media accounts and distributing the word out to them via this.  

Promotion dates 1 (Jan 14th - Feb 14th) 

Sending out the email shots to the faculty administrators for the four universities for them to send out to all of their 
students. Begin connecting with social media accounts and distributing the word out to them via this.  BIg bra   images 
erected in the four universities in a place that they have chosen.  

Week 1 (1st - 14th January) Preparation 

Liaison with the four universities, calling to explain the plan of action and getting the correct contacts for sending the e-
shots to. (1day) Creation of the  email shots using InDesign (2days)  

Evaluation (September 1st-14th) 

Conduct the same survey to go out to all unviersity students and report on findings in comparison to 2013's results. Big 
bras stay for the duration of campaign and university are given the choice to keep them up or remove them from show. 

 Promotion dates 3 (August 1st - September 1st) 

Sending out the email shots to the faculty administrators for the four universities for them to send out to all of their 
students. Begin connecting with social media accounts and distributing the word out to them via this. .    
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The reputation of Birmingham as a tourist destination is on the rise. To uphold this 

reputation, we need to ensure that tourists know what is going on in the Library of 

Birmingham. I want to increase the curiosity of tourists that are coming into the city and 

make them want to know more.  

This targets the objectives of positioning the library at the heart of 

cultural regeneration of the city and will drive public engagement 

with the range of facilities.  

 

The LOB MOB Flash Mobs 
 

Multiculturalism and culture are at the heart of The Library of 

Birmingham, and the Library of Birmingham is at the heart of cultural 

regeneration of the city.  
Birmingham airport sees millions of tourists pass through each year, where better to 

conduct a public relations stunt that will catch the eyes of hundreds of people? 

The airport will be the destination of a two-hundred person flash mob. Carried out by the 

Library of Birmingham staff, volunteers and performers from The Rep, the flash mob will 

occur in October half term. School holidays and half term will maximise the quantity of 
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tourists in the airport. (Please see example of Flash Mob T-shirts below)

 

Beginning the flash mob with 

everybody singing Rihanna’s song 

‘What’s my name’ but with the lyrics 

changed from ‘Ooh naa naa, what’s my 

name?’ to ‘Ooh naa naa, what library?’ 

This will catch the attention of the 

people in the airport. Then there will 

be a short outburst of separate 

performances of singing and dancing.  

The t-shirts will have ‘What library?’ 

written on them in many different languages, this is a sarcastic and quirky way of saying 

‘Have you heard about the huge new library in the city?’  

The use of many languages will help people to understand the 

cultural values of the library how valued different cultures are and 

that the library provides something for everybody.   

When the flash mob begins, screens throughout the airport will flash up with the ‘what 

library?’ screen and show the languages, logo of the library and the hashtag.  

Timescale: The event will occur during the October half term. I will need three weeks to 

organise the event before the half term, so I will begin planning from October 1st.  
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Costs 

5000 A5 promo flyers with information:  £250 

200 T-shirts at £1750 (elogo.co.uk) – these can be used by the LOB MOB for future events 

also. 

The #LOB will help to monitor the flash mob and 

reception of the activity of the audience.  

N.B. For a more permanent tourist information service 

in the airport, I would recommend that we look at 

having a display book model protruding out of a wall in 

the airport for people to flick through. (Imagine a 

poster display at HMV, see image on the right) 

Timescale 

 

Week 2 (6th - 13th October) 

Group of 200 flash mob members finalised.  Flyers and tshirts delivered at the end of the week.  Write the event in 
structions and hand out at first rehearsals  for one hourevery monday and wednesday . Visit  airport- do risk assessments 
and get permission for the filming/photography   

Week 1 (1st-6th October) 

Liaise with Birmingham Airport and book the  arrival foyer  for the 27th October.  Order tshirts  and design flyers. 
Advertise the  200 positions on a first come first serve for a combination of The Rep and LIibrary staff  

Flash mob day (Monday 27th October) 

Carried out, filmed, photographed. 

(20th- 26th October) 

Finalise plans, hand out all tshirts and plans to all members participating and last rehearsals  

 (13th- 20th October) 

rehearsals  again monday and wednesday - Invite media students  from university to  film  and photograph the event as  
work experience hours.    
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Evaluation:  

Feedback from participants about how they felt the flash mob was received.   

Monitor the social media activity after the event and document it. Publish the video and 

photo evidence of the flash mob and the people in the audience’s reaction. 

Coverage from the event via a post-event press release; sent out to local press and tourist 

press such as visit Birmingham and marketing Birmingham. We can provide the video and 

photo footage to the media to cover.  

Staff members 

The LOB MOB 
 

It is easy to forget about the value of the staff members in a company public relations 

strategy.  

Campaign will be labelled as the LOB MOB (Library of Birmingham Mob)  

Tactics - Generate a proud employee structure and ethos by hosting events that showcase 

the talents of our staff to make them an integral part of the library. Suggestions of events 

hosted by them will be; 

- Library of Birmingham mob choir 

- Library of Birmingham mob specialist talks 

- Scheme where they can apply to have an event run for the public and 

performed/showcased by the staff members 

- Cooking and cookery demonstrations 

- OAP coffee mornings 

Costs:  

I would suggest that we set aside part of our budget e.g. 20,000. Staff can apply to have 

access to certain funds they need to run the event.  

This will give staff some control over how the public relations strategy is formed, allowing 

them to be as involved as they require and use their creativity and skills and showcase them 

Event report (28th October) 

Get feedback from the participants,  the footage  and images from the students and social media  promote them.  Meet 
with you to discuss the event  
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to the public. I would support them through the organisation, administration, costing and 

media relations strategies for these events.  

LOB MOB T-shirts, these will exist from the ‘what library?’ flash mobs and can be used at 

each event.  

Timescale:  

No major preparation is needed for this project. Before Christmas, the LOB MOB will only 

participate in the flash mob at Birmingham Airport. The opening for the applications for the 

fund will begin at the end of January and early February as this will help to ensure that 

momentum is carried on after the event and into the New Year.  

February onwards- send out details to all staff email addresses monthly (March, April, May, 

June, July last chance) 

If the funds are not used by July, a final reminder for the opportunity will go out to all of the 

staff: if there are any funds left at the end of June, we will have a meeting and decide what 

to do with it. 

 

General Birmingham audience and FREEdom 

My research identified that the most popular leisure activities for the public are those that 

are free. Many of the events in the Discovery Season are free, by choosing to use this as the 

focal point for PR activity it will help to engage people in the events.  

Press release campaign directed at family day outs/fun days out/free student events, many 
are repeated and so reviews from previous audiences are important to achieve, it will get 
other audiences to attend.  
 
Free events in the Discovery Season that will have press releases written, sent and chased 

by me: These will go to Birmingham events press, local press, family day out press and all 

press targeted at helping people chose events to go to, particularly free as these are the 

ones that will be most successful.  
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Timescales and budget 

Each independent project or campaign has been time lined individually in the sections 

above. Please go to appendix for the full timetable of activity for the year.  

Budget 

 
Activity 
 

 
Consultancy cost 

 
Operational cost 

 
Total 

 
PR max distribution 
software (1 year) 
 
 

 
 
2 hour set up process 

£1000  
£250 online media 
monitor 
£125 mark up 

£1375 

Birmingham’s gift to you 
 

Liaison with Bullring 8 
weeks, 2-3 hours per 
week 

£15,000 Bullring hire 
£10,000 Stand for 
event 

£36,000 operational 
 

September 
 
7th – Laura Kate drawing workshops 
8th – Harvesting stories public picnic 
10th – The library of treasures talk 
14th – Birders paradise workshop & REP100 
24th – Gardening and botany talk 
26th – Robots and technology talk 
28th – Juneau projects and Reference works 
29th – Lindsey Davis Author talk 

October 

 
1st – enlightenment public talk 
5th – REP100 & Laura Kate drawing 
workshops 
6th  - Laura Kate drawing workshops 
12th – Reference works 
13th  -REP100 open day 
19th – Birders paradise  
20th – Harvesting stories public picnic 
22nd  -Glass lantern slides 
24th  -Adam Neville & Frank Tallis author talk 
26th – Box of light events 
27th –Box of light  
30th – Killer girls night in 
 
 

November 
1st – Suffragette archive & Fight for the right  
5th  -Early and fine print collection 
9th  - Laura Kate drawing workshops 
11th – Dorothy Koomson author talk 
12th –The REP archive public talk 
26th – Growing medicine 

December 
6th  - Volume: The fair 
7th – Baskerville society radio play 
performance & Volume: the fair 
10th – 100 years ago 1913 public talk 
14th –Harvesting stories public picnic 
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Writing press release 
and doing distribution 
list 1 day 
Sending and chasing of 
press release 1 day 
Social media 
promotion for 3 weeks 
- 2-3 hours per week  

£1500 for 20,000 
Flyers 
£300 staffing costs 
£6,000 gifts and 
wrapping materials 

 
Books4Boys 
 

½ day for 16 weeks, 
once a fortnight 
Launch day 1 day 
Writing media invite 1 
day 
Writing press release 
and doing distribution 
list 1 day 
Sending and chasing of 
press release 1 day 
Social media 1 hour 
per week 
Blog input 1 hour per 
week 
 

Petrol over 16 weeks 
£10  
Wristbands for boys 
and charity £650 
Bookshelf design 
project £5,000 
Photographer £150 
10 x A2 posters £90 
2 x 2 Metre banners 
£75 
£600 mark up 

£6580  

 
WeWorkYouWork 
 

Create e-shots 2days 
Liaise with universities 
1day  
 

No costs- online 
activity and my time 
only 

 

 
What Library? 
 

Organisation of Flash 
mob 
Administration and 
ordering 
 

LOB language T-shirts 
£1750  
5,000 Flyers for flash 
mob £250 
Big Books?  
£200 mark up 

£3200 

 
The LOB MOB 
 

Administration and 
promotion 

Budget of £20,000 
 

£22,000 operational 

 
FREEdom 
 

1 day per writing of 
press release 
1 day per chasing press 
release  
1 hour per 
promotional social 
media 
1 hour for media 
meetings to discuss 
features 
1 day per writing and 
sending of media 
invites 
 

  

 Administration and  £30,000 
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Fee 
 

organisation for all 
events is extensive 
Press releases 
Monthly updates (12) 
Bi-monthly meetings 
Weekly phone calls 
 

Hourly rate £14 

 
Total 
  

  £99,155 

 

My Fee: My fee for the full year’s campaign is £30,000. This includes my full 

time, 5 days per week and any additional weekend events planned. The 

campaigns are managed end to end.  

I will ensure I utilise the opportunities to use work experience for public 

relations students at universities if I require additional support. 

Evaluation 

To achieve a minimum of a 10% raise in the awareness of the library’s special collections to 

university students that study in Birmingham before September 2014. 

Measure the success of this campaign by conducting another survey to see if there is a 

difference.  

To achieve a wide range of local and national press that clearly identifies the benefits of the 

Library to the city of Birmingham.  

PR max monitor paid for service alongside intensive search and monitoring by me. This will 

be most effective as every press release written will be chased.  

Ensure that staff members have applied for funding and carried out a minimum of two 

funded projects to showcase their skills before June 2014. 

Two event reports at the end of August 

To encourage young boys between the age of five and twelve to read more, and enable 

them to engage with their books-  in the first six months of 2014. 

Breadth of published blog reviews and media coverage of the partnership, coverage of the 

event and some comments from families of the boys targeted. 

Evaluating the whole year I will report these outcomes back to you at the end of September 

2014.  During the year, monthly updates and weekly phone calls will give us chance to 

change and discuss success at a smaller scale.  
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COVERAGE: The feature we have paid an additional fee for on PR Max is the media 

monitor. We will input the keywords, topics, names and everything we need to monitor 

from each distribution, the service will then search and highlight the media coverage and 

provide unlimited clippings.  

These will be reported to you in a full clipping report every six months and a full clipping 

report in September 2014. 
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Appendices 

Research background  

PEST Analysis: 

Political:  

 

Political parties share different views on community engagement.  Levels of support from 

local MEPS, MPS and national party representatives for projects will be varied depending on 

the values and agendas of each party.  

(Possible solutions) – Combine the values of each party to an event, for example: Police get 

involved in community projects to encourage reading.  

Work with the local community organisations, take the library to them and have the 

creative sessions/workshops for the library to put in gallery.  

Privatisation- parties will have opposed views on the possibility of privatisation.  

Taxes, economic situation and policy may restrict the processes of the library 

Obligations and duties to provide library to people- education, access to books, access to 

facilities, access to learning spaces, access to cultural, artistic and ethnic festivals and 

events. 

Government powers- the party in power? Is it likely to change? When the next election and 

what is the impact of the outcomes?  

Economic  

Costs of library resources, costs of campaigns and stunts and cost of staffing/training. 

Vulnerability of consistent funding support- the importance of long term financial support 

and donations. The library has to become valuable enough to the community and the city to 

ensure its support is sustained. 

Provision of employment and volunteering opportunities always a pressure.   

Social  

Lifestyle trends for public library usage, internet availability and different generations using 

libraries in different ways. The consumer opinion to the company, increased social power 

due to social media and increased viral opportunities of reviews.  

Media representations; if they have their own agenda and opinions how will it affect the 

company relationship with the public? 
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Competition with other social spaces and venues for socialising- the city centre is awash 

with venues and events, community space and educational environments that people will 

go to.  

Technological 

Competitor technological services, logging of usage and trends in consumption of services 

since opening, access to these details so we can track our progress against others. 

Online e-books and interactive services provide communication to maximum audience- 

evolving to provide these services will give the public a more enriched experience. 

Advances in technology are giving greater access to library services in their own homes- 

greater reluctance to get out of the house and visit libraries. 

Self service machines- Older generations and people who are less acquainted with 

technology have a lack of trust in technology and processes, training and support 

requirements. 

SWOT Analysis: 

Strengths 
 
Already gained and extremely big profile  
 
Recession-people are looking to spend less 
on days out and searching for free events, 
library is free and lots going on so we can 
use this to our advantage 
 
Providing employment and volunteering 
opportunities 
 
Wide range of services and facilities, brings 
in many different demographics 
 
 

Weaknesses  
Bad press- focusing on the cost 
 
Initial opening creates huge momentum- 
activities aim to continue momentum over a 
long period of time without losing enthusiasm 
and energy 
 
Staff being associated or involved with criminal 
activity 
 
Some say that the book industry is diminishing 
and so there is no need for a library  

Opportunities 
 
Being largest library in Europe- act as the 
template  and set the bar for the 
development of other library services in the 
EU  
 
Location- Christmas markets, perfect place 
to become involved with anything involved 
in the city  

Threats 
 
Competition against other Birmingham 
institutions for the limelight (solution: instead 
of compete, work with and cooperate) 
 
People only focus on cost of build (encouraging 
them to visit is key in this being corrected) 
 
Accessibility 
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Opportunity to improve the thoughts around 
the building – negative due to costs 
 
Universities cooperation- work alongside 
students and graduates 
 

 
E-books and development of online library 
market- people less inclined to visit physical 
library  
 

  

A.) The Branding of UK public Libraries, 2011 - A report published by ProQuest, written 

by Hariff Subnum and Jennifer Rowley. The report explores the changing world of UK 

public libraries and their branding.  

B.) Map of Birmingham- With a rough guide of where the four universities are in relation 

to the Library of Birmingham. Created by Sophie Drake 

 
C.) Department for culture, media and sport published its statistical release for ‘Taking 

Part’ survey 2013. Chapter 7 is archives.  

D.) Mintel research: Visitor attractions details:  

(Survey results from 1,509 responding adults aged 16+)   

These were the findings:  

- Popular attractions are museums, gardens and art galleries 

-  Venues offering free admission are particularly popular- make sure that this element 

of the library is sustained and publicised  

(Next facts based on 1,202 responding adults aged 16+)  

Facts from this: 

- Approaching half of visitors saying they usually look for a special offer or discount. 
- Highest percentage of those asked use the internet to source deals and days out  
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E.) Mintel Inbound Tourism Executive Summary – UK – November 2012 

Market research document analysing the development of the economy, the Olympics and 

other factors that influence tourism in the UK 

F.) Julie Earl, writer in New York wrote an article which advised New Yorkers of their winter 

travel plans http://julieearle.blogspot.co.uk/2013/10/new-york-magazine-winter-

travel.html 

G.)  Busiest year at Birmingham Airport, information release here 

(http://www.birminghamairport.co.uk/meta/news/2013/09/passenger-numbers-

soar-to-nine-million-at-bhx.aspx) 

H.) Marketing Birminghams report about the levels of tourism entering the city, showing a huge 

increase. http://visitbirmingham.com/media-centre/press-releases/birminghams-

visitor-numbers-reach-new-high/#sthash.Im9eS6mK.dpuf) 

I.) Unfortunately- access to the original research by the OECD is for journalists only, 

however ITV daybreak were able to provide me with the details after I saw the 

television feature:  

 
J.) 100 students responded to my survey entitled ‘The library of Birmingham’  

https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/d0bam1EiNTTgT_2BVt1EjVpYWKm9hQCZL

1sQi8uGPCLeA_3D 

K.) Coverage regarding the Boek world record and public relations stunt in Belgium 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/10431399/Record-

breaking-5000-book-domino-chain-completed.html 

L.) Coverage and details about the quantity of visitors to the Bullring 

http://www.birminghammail.co.uk/lifestyle/shopping/400-million-flock-bullring-decade-

5762554 

http://julieearle.blogspot.co.uk/2013/10/new-york-magazine-winter-travel.html
http://julieearle.blogspot.co.uk/2013/10/new-york-magazine-winter-travel.html
http://www.birminghamairport.co.uk/meta/news/2013/09/passenger-numbers-soar-to-nine-million-at-bhx.aspx
http://www.birminghamairport.co.uk/meta/news/2013/09/passenger-numbers-soar-to-nine-million-at-bhx.aspx
http://visitbirmingham.com/media-centre/press-releases/birminghams-visitor-numbers-reach-new-high/#sthash.Im9eS6mK.dpuf
http://visitbirmingham.com/media-centre/press-releases/birminghams-visitor-numbers-reach-new-high/#sthash.Im9eS6mK.dpuf
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/d0bam1EiNTTgT_2BVt1EjVpYWKm9hQCZL1sQi8uGPCLeA_3D
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/d0bam1EiNTTgT_2BVt1EjVpYWKm9hQCZL1sQi8uGPCLeA_3D
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/10431399/Record-breaking-5000-book-domino-chain-completed.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/10431399/Record-breaking-5000-book-domino-chain-completed.html
http://www.birminghammail.co.uk/lifestyle/shopping/400-million-flock-bullring-decade-5762554
http://www.birminghammail.co.uk/lifestyle/shopping/400-million-flock-bullring-decade-5762554
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Cross media piece:  

I have created a press release to announce the plans to carry out the Books4boys, to show the link 

between my two modules I have written a news story from using the details given to me on a press 

release. This shows the different writing styles that are written in between public relations and 

journalism.  

The press release is on a prototype version of the blog that would be created for the Books4boys 

campaign. Please find below the two pieces:  
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Journalism piece based on receiving the press release: 

Library of Birmingham put the kick into reading 

 

Sophie Drake – Reporter  

Birmingham Post  

29
th

 August 2013 

 

The Library of Birmingham is opening on September the 3rd this year. As part of the library's 

community involvement, on January 16th 2014 they launch a scheme alongside the claret and 

blues to encourage young boys in the city to read more books.  

 

Recent research by the National Literacy Trust found that only seventeen percent of young 

boys, aged 8-16 enjoy reading very much. The Books4Boys initiative will provide a wide 

range of books to the young boys aged 5-12 in the wards at Birmingham Children's Hospital. 

 

Over the 32 week course of the project the wards will receive visits from some of the 

footballers from Villa Park. The players will read to the children and tell them about their 

favorite childhood books. It is not known which player will be attending the official launch, 

but it has been confirmed that popular striker Christian Benteke will be involved with the 

project.  

 

A spokesperson for the Library of Birmingham said "young boys can often find reading a 

challenge, it is very important to us to ensure that we are helping provide new and innovative 

ways to engage them with literacy. Through the partnership with Aston Villa Football Club 

they we be able to meet their favorite players, aiming to inspire them to pick up a book."  

 

The library are also funding a large £5,000 wall length bookcase to be erected in the hospital. 

This will be designed and created by Morag Myerscough, the designer that has worked 

closely on a colourful project to be revealed at the library opening.  

 
For more information, visit the http://brumbooks4boys.blogspot.com/b/post-

preview?token=xolhakIBAAA.cywb_R2nmWAbFDvfgLkrNg.Hq89ND_GuLK-

R5Y_t1po1g&postId=2698034157742136201&type=POST 

 

 

http://brumbooks4boys.blogspot.com/b/post-preview?token=xolhakIBAAA.cywb_R2nmWAbFDvfgLkrNg.Hq89ND_GuLK-R5Y_t1po1g&postId=2698034157742136201&type=POST
http://brumbooks4boys.blogspot.com/b/post-preview?token=xolhakIBAAA.cywb_R2nmWAbFDvfgLkrNg.Hq89ND_GuLK-R5Y_t1po1g&postId=2698034157742136201&type=POST
http://brumbooks4boys.blogspot.com/b/post-preview?token=xolhakIBAAA.cywb_R2nmWAbFDvfgLkrNg.Hq89ND_GuLK-R5Y_t1po1g&postId=2698034157742136201&type=POST

